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The political dimension 
of climate science –
CUDOS vs. postnormal, 
or: Die Klimafalle

Hans von Storch

16 October 2016, Venezia-Mestre 

Two paradoxes form the nucleus of the 
problems of scientific expertise and policy-
making. The first is the simultaneous 
scientification of politics and the politicisation
of science. This has destructive effects: the 
increased use of scientific expertise by policy-
makers has not increased the degree of 
certainty, in fact it becomes de-legitimating. 
This gives rise to the second paradox: despite 
the loss of authority of scientific expertise, 
policy-makers do not abandon their reliance 
on existing advisory arrangements, nor do the 
scholars adapt their ideas on science and its 
relation to politics.

Weingart, P., 1999: Scientific expertise and 
political accountability: paradoxes of science in 
politics. Science and Public Policy 26, 151-161

Advanced study course on climate science
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4. Professor at Universität Hamburg and

at the Ocean University of  China

5. Editor-in-chief of the Oxford University Press 
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6. Lead author of IPCC AR3 and AR5.

7. Co-Chair of regional assessment reports

Baltic Sea Catchment (BACC) and  Hamburg

8. http://www.hvonstorch.de/klima/



Overview

1. Science and society: CUDOs norms of Merton, Klimafalle of von Storch and Krauss
2. Knowledge competition: 

- The present scientific construction 
- Dominant  present cultural construction: Climate catastrophe
- Cultural constructions: Nature strikes back
- Skeptics
- Outdated scientific constructions

3. Science in Society: Postnormality
4. The topology of political (and journalistic) utility



The issue is the interaction of society (public, policymaking and management 
economy, media) and of science.

Science is a social process, but is usually considered special in its ability to correctly 
deconstruct, analyze and describe complex phenomena.

How much do climate science and society steer each other? How independent are 
the different social spheres of people and concepts?

What does society expect from climate science? Which function should climate 
science have? – A kind of state-funded Greenpeace or elite circles based on 
conservative views and traditions? Or CUDOS-guided „Honest broker“?



Robert K Merton’s CUDOs norms of scientific practice (1942)

• Communalism: the common ownership of scientific discoveries, according to which scientists give up 
intellectual property rights in exchange for recognition and esteem. 

• Universalism: according to which claims to truth are evaluated in terms of universal or impersonal criteria, 
and not on the basis of race, class, gender, religion, or nationality.

• Disinterestedness: scientists, when presenting their work publicly, should do so without any prejudice or 
personal values and do so in an impersonal manner.

• Organized skepticism: all ideas must be tested and are subject to rigorous, structured community (peer 
review) scrutiny. 

These norms are often violated – science does not follow comprehensively these rules (1,2), but climate 
scientists accept the norms as normative guideline . The data of an on-line survey of climate scientists  (3) 
suggests that while CUDOs remain the overall guiding moral principles, they are not fully endorsed or present in 
the conduct of climate scientists. 

1. Grundmann, R., 2012: “Climategate” and the Scientific Ethos Social Studies of Science. Science Technology Human Values DOI: 10.1177/0162243911432318, 

2. Stehr, N. 1978: The norms of science revisited: social and cognitive norms. Sociological Inquiry 48: 172  

3. Bray, D., and H. von Storch, 2015: The Normative Orientations of Climate Scientists. Science and Engineering Ethics, DOI 10.1007/s11948-014-9605-1



Die Klimafalle (climate trap)
For society and science

- Society pursues a normative goal, but perceives this goal as a 
scientifically legitimized imperative (climate protection policy, 
Paris‘ goal of  maximum 1.5 or 2 K warming at the end of the 21st

century).

- Since the goal represents a scientific conclusion („fact“), a political 
debate of this goal is not needed. 
Opponents are morally inferior (bad, bribed). 
Supporters act with the authority of science and morale.

- As a consequence, policy-making is de-politicisized; the necessary 
political negotiations do not take place, and an efficient climate 
policy, carried by the whole society, is impossible. 



Die Klimafalle (climate trap)
For society and science

- Climate science has identified a problem: anthropogenic climate 
change. It can inform, which climatic effects are conncted with 
which climate policy implementations.

- Climate science is confronted with the claim that science would  
determine a policy, which is without alternative and must be 
coercively implemented.  Thus, science  becomes a warrantor of a 
moralist-conservative policy. 

- Thus, a politicization of science takes place, which hinders an 
open and critical debate within climate science. The quality of 
climate science (e.g., in the sense of CUDOS) is reduced (cf. 
Waldsterben).



Knowledge competition: 

- The present scientific construction 

- Dominant  present cultural construction: Climate catastrophe

- Cultural constructions: Nature strikes back

- Skeptics

- Outdated scientific constructions

Note: The term “construction” does not imply that this process would be arbitrary, or would be done 
with the intention of fraud, misrepresentation or other manipulative  purposes.  
The terms reminds on the fact that conclusions and new understandings are built in consistence with 
earlier findings and understanding. 



Knowledge competition: The present scientific construction 

Within the scientific community there is consenus: 

• There  is a global warming, which is inconsistent with internal causes (detection)
• Thus, the warming needs an explanation with external causes. Only when greenhouse gases are 

considered a dominant driver, a consistent explanation can be found (attribution)
• The change manifests itself in the thermal regime, in sea level rise and, plausibly, in  more heavy rainfall 

events.
• Many details are uncertain, such as 

- the speed of rise of global sea level and of temperature,  
- the regional and local manifestations, and
- the co-effect of  different “drivers” (say, greenhouse gases, aerosols, land use change incl. urban 

effects)

This scientific construction of the anthropogenic climate change is broadly supported among climate 
scientists. It is documented by the collective efforts of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC).



Key finding of Working Group I of the IPCC.
- Temperatures rise almost everywhere, however with different 

speeds.
- Without a dominant contribution by Greenhouse gases an 

explanation of this warming is not possible. 



The assertion „the science is settled“ is misleading, since many aspects of climate 
change are still in dispute.

such as

- Change of windstorms (frequency, intensity)
- Speed of increase of sea level
- Future of ice bears
- Frequency of  health problems related to kidney stones
- Frequency of depressions.



Knowledge competition
Dominant  present cultural construction: 
Climate catastrophe

According to this construction, climate is changing because of human 
activities, such as deforestation. The weather is less reliable than in 
earlier times; the seasons are unsteady, storms more violent. Climatic 
extremes take on catastrophic, never seen dimensions.

The factors, leading to this change, are related to „our greed and 
stupidity“. Sometimes, justice is a significant mechanism, sometimes 
the revenge of nature for human environmental sins (see below). 
Sometimes these changes reflect good‘s wrath.

This climate catastrophe may be averted by keeping the change within 
the 2o limit. Reaching this goal depends crucially on the engagement 
of the individuals (abstinence of air travel, usage of bikes, vegetarian 
food; good example for other people.)





• Which areas are 
presently 
protected by 
coastal defense 
systems? 

• Which areas may 
be threatened if 
coastal defense 
fails?

Yellow: present high tide level
Light green: storm surge 16.2.1962
Dark green: 16.2.1962 + 1,10 m

http://www.sturmfluten-klimawandel.de

Pielke, Jr., R.A., Gratz, J., Landsea, C.W., 
Collins, D., Saunders, M., and Musulin, R., 
2008. Normalized Hurricane Damages in the
United States: 1900-2005. Natural Hazards 
Review 9: 29-42



Knowledge 
competition
Cultural constructions: 
Nature strikes back

Historically, the view that „higher powers“ use 
weather for punishing and giving directions  is 
very old. Such weather, in particular 
catastrophes, would  punish a sinful society , 
and express a  divine demand for a religiously 
or environmentally sound life. 

Thus, „nature“ becomes an  indicator of the  
dispersion and the intensity of sinful behavior.

Originally the „higher powers“ were gods, in 
modern times it is more often „the 
environment“. 





Survey among readers of the  dormant 
weblog “Klimazwiebel”;

not representative

Knowledge competition
Skeptics

A large variety of perceptions exist according to which the dominant 
explanations about climate change and its anthropogenic sources as 
well as the dominant political „solutions“ are flawed.

Frequent views claim
- that there is no human driver behind the increase of GHG 

concentrations, or
- that the temperature (etc.) response to this increase is strongly 

overestimated, or
- that the impacts of the climate change would be benevolent and 

hardly  malevolent.

These perceptions share the conclusion that a massive mitigation of 
emissions is not needed; instead a hidden political agenda  of 
socialization, uniformization and surveillance society would be 
pursued.  



The claim
„Knowledge about climate system wrong“

• Key knowledge of classical scientific disciplines are not taken 
into account. Example: Geology has long shown that massive climate change is a 
common and recurrent phenomenon in Earth history; the present change would 
therefore not be anything new nor alarming.

• Climate scientists would downplay existing uncertainties; alternative explanations 
would not receive the deserved attention – while at the same time, few 
uncertainties are attached to these alternatives (e.g., Vahrenholt in Germany, on the 
role of the sun).

• Skeptics share with alarmists their demand for authority on explaining and drawing 
societal conclusions. Obviously, their explanations and conclusions are different, but 
scientists shall have interpretive dominance („Deutungshohheit“).



The claim
„Knowledge insufficient for mitigation“

• Based on the alleged primacy of science over policymaking: 
Scientific insight would determine „right“ or „optimal“ policy.

• A view shared by alarmists.

• However, in democratic regimes, political conclusions are not  determined by 
scientific conclusions, but only (to some extent) conditioned by  scientific 
assessments of alternative options.

• Political propositions are determined by political (societal) preferences, which often 
are camouflaged as scientific necessities.



Knowledge competition
Outdated scientific constructions

Climatic determinism – climate as a key factor 
determining the development an fall of civilizations, the 
level of criminal activity, for the superiority of certain 
world regions, for societal violence, ability to learn and 
usage of libraries. This theory was used as a legitimation 
of colonialism, and is implicit in scenarios of 
contemporary climate change scenarios. 

Humans have to live in „harmony“ with „their“ climate; 
any disturbance of this balance will lead to serious 
repercussions in the life of people and the success of 
civilizations.

Davies‘ (1923, 1929 and 1932) „nose index“ derived from 

observations and estimated from temperature and humidity 

data.

Stehr, N., and H. von Storch, 1999: An anatomy of climate determinism. In: H. 
Kaupen-Haas (Ed.): Wissenschaftlicher Rassismus - Analysen einer Kontinuität in 
den Human- und Naturwissenschaften. Campus-Verlag Frankfurt.a.M. - New York 
(1999), 137-185, ISBN 3-593-36228-7



Map of „mental energy“ conditioned by climatic 

conditions

Distribution of civilizations in 1916, according to 

expert opinion.

E. Huntington

1876–1947 of 

Yale University



• The science-policy/public interaction is not an issue of „knowledge speaks to power“.

• The problem is not that the public is stupid or uneducated.

• A problem is that the scientific knowledge is confronted on the „explanation marked“ 
with other forms of knowledge (pre-scientific, outdated, traditional, morphed by 
different interests). Scientific knowledge does not necessarily “win” this competition.

• Problem is that science is presented as if there is a well-defined problem, which needs 
one specific “solution”.

• The social process „science“ is influenced by these other knowledge forms.

Knowledge market



Science in Society



Ratter, Philipp, von Storch, 2012: Between Hype and Decline – Recent Trends in Public Perception of Climate Change, Environ. Sci. & Pol. 18 (2012) 3-8
Bray, D., 2010: The scientific consensus of climate change revisited. Env. Sci. Pol. 13: 340 – 350

Different perceptions among scientists and the public

• •



Postnormal science -
the fathers: 
Silvio Funtowicz 
and Jerome Ravetz

Fotos © Jonatan Funtowicz and Bruna De Marchi
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Postnormality

Jerry Ravetz, Silvio Funtovicz, 1986 
and earlier

State of science, when facts 
uncertain, values in dispute, stakes 
high and decisions urgent.

In this state, science is not only done 
for reasons for curiosity but is asked 
for as support for preconceived value-
based agendas.

Climate Science is in a post-normal 
phase (Bray and  von Storch, 1999)

facts uncertain: e.g. sensitivity of global 
mean temperature to doubling of CO2 
concentration

values in dispute, e.g., do we cement the 
world according to our present preferences or 
do we accept a generationally dynamical 
development?

stakes high, e.g., costs for re-organizing 
global energy market and future damages

decisions urgent, e.g., to be efficient, re-
organization of  e.g., traffic must be begun 
now.



Characteristic for postnormal conditions is
• Science is „de-scientized“, and „politicized“.

• Policy is „de-politicized“, and „scientized“.

• Policy decisions are framed as being “without alternative” – scientific knowledge leads to unique 
„solutions“ which need to be implemented without further democratic influence on the substance.

• Some scientists act as policy activists, while exploiting their public authority as scientists.

• Emergence of different knowledge claims, among them “alternative facts”. 

• A post-normal situation is not “bad”, but needs recognition as such: 
- limitation of scientific expertise to the methodically sound core (re-scientizing), and
- re-establishment of openly value-based democratic decision process (re-politicizing).

Climate scientists …
• transgress into policy-prescribing

• regularly so,

• uniformly (same direction) so.

• Trivialize social dynamics, and try to model the world, including the social sphere, as if its 
dynamics would be governed by a set of deterministic (or stochastic) equations. 



The topology of political (and medial) utility of 
climate science

Policy 
prescriptive

CUDOs guided generation
of knowledge and management

“center”
Honest 
Brokers



“center”
Honest 
Brokers

alarm
-ists

Skep-
tics

The topology of political (and medial) utility of climate science

Sustainable usage of the resource „science“
Preparation of knowledge, which allows society (and 
policymaking) assessing the options, and their effects on 
climate, of climate policy.
Quality management of science, by making science an 
advisor, but not a determinator of policy decisions.

Consumption of the resource “science”
by instrumentalization of scientific results for pre-chosen 
political choices.
Patronizing the democratic process of forming a political 
will. 



Take home: Task of physical climate science is

• to offer explanation for a complex world, its dynamics, links and dependencies.

• not to derive what needs to be done, but what can be done.

• establish measures to establish quality of science by insisting on scientific method (cf. Merton‘s 
CUDOs).

• The capital of science is not the utility of the scientific findings but the methodology used to obtain 
such findings.



1. Climate science offers robust answers to the key questions on climate change, namely on the reality of 
warming, the presence of external causes, and attribution attributing of greenhouse gases as the 
dominant cause of the change.  Other questions are still contested.

2. Climate science supports the political process of the formation of a democratic will. The results of this 
process, however, is a matter of social negotiation processes. 

3. Climate science is in a post-normal state, with  political actors claiming that their „good“  case is 
coercively supported by science.

4. There is a market of knowledge claims, which influence the understanding and deciding by 
stakeholders, media and public. The scientifically constructed knowledge does not necessarily win this 
competition

5. Skeptics and alarmists agree in their stance that science has to play the decisive role in taking political 
decisions.

6. The „center“ of the scientific community is beginning to fight against this  appropriation of the 
interpretation of scientific results. In the media, however, mostly the „extremists“ are present.

Take home: Summary and Outlook
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Thank you for attending this CMCC webinar. 

This webinar was recorded and will be uploaded to the 

CMCC website: www.cmcc.it

If you have any further question about the webinar, 

please email: webinar@cmcc.it 


